


From the Director

I am pleased to present our Annual Report for 2018. It has been 
a year of new challenges, opportunities and alliances as we 
move forward with the Peruvian environmental and regional 
agenda. Some of the most significant highlights of the year 
were Peru becoming the first South American country to pass a 
Framework Law on Climate Change; the enactment of a law to 
regulate single-use plastics; and the signing of the Escazú 
Agreement to promote access to information, citizen participa-
tion and environmental justice. Progress was also made on the 
indigenous land rights agenda, and new and valuable natural 
protected areas were established, such as the Yaguas National 
Park.  

SPDA remains committed to contributing to informed dialogue 
and generating practical models for a fair, sustainable and 

happy country at all levels. To achieve this, we must continue to 
strengthen institutions and governance; and, above all, empower 
our citizens to exercise their environmental rights. 

This work is only possible through close collaboration with public 
institutions, civil society, indigenous peoples and cooperation with 
those we work with on a daily basis. I am grateful to all of those 
who have placed their trust in us and showed that joint efforts can 
bring about change and quickly transform reality. In particular, I am 
grateful to the staffs of SPDA, who, with their talent, commitment 
and enthusiasm, enable us to continue building the Peru we all 
want. 

Pedro Solano
Executive Director
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Legal opinions and regulatory 
proposals developed.

People trained, including authorities, 
specialists, students and personnel 
from different institutions.

Courses, workshops, presentations and discussions 
conducted at national and international levels. 

Publications on 
our web sites. Publications 

produced.t

People working at 
SPDA – 33 women and 
29 men. 

Interventions and instances of legal advice 
to citizens and authorities in defense of the 
environment. 

Agreements 
in place.

Volunteers signed up to various initiatives 
of “We Conserve for/by Nature”, with 
+2,700 participating in events.

Projects 
implemented.T

Agreements:  The Public Ministry – Attorney General of the Nation, Native Federation of the Madre de Dios River and its Tributaries (FENAMAD), Judicial Branch of Peru, Ministry of Culture, 
Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture (IICA), National Environmental Certification Service for Sustainable Investments (SENACE), National Forest and Wildlife Service 
(SERFOR), Peruvian Amazon Research Institute (IIAP), Ministry of Agriculture (MINAGRI), Ministry of Environment (2), National Service for Natural Protected Areas (SERNANP), Regional 
Government of Loreto, Regional Government of Amazonas, Regional Government of Piura, National Organization of Andean and Amazonian Indigenous Women in Peru (ONAMIAP), 
Interethnic Association for the Development of the Peruvian Rainforest (AIDESEP). 

Million visits to our 
web platforms.
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We want to 
consolidate the 
sustainable 
management of 
territories and natural 
resources, recognizing 
ancestral knowledge 
and strengthening 
legal protection for 
indigenous peoples. 

We have promoted and 
contributed to legal 
recognition of 547,000 
hectares of land for 
native communities and 
we have 1.5 million 
hectares in process. 

Indigenous
Peoples and
Territories

F A C T



In 2018 we continued to strengthen legal protection for over 2.4 million hecta-
res of indigenous territories. We also contributed to the process of legal titling 
for 1.5 million hectares of these territories in the Loreto and Madre de Dios 
regions. This has been achieved through legal opinions and advice to state 
entities and indigenous organizations.

We also provided legal support to the Native Federation of the Madre de Dios 
River and its Tributaries (FENAMAD) in submitting the first action for non-com-
pliance with environmental legislation in Peru, to the compliance body of the 
US–Peru Trade Promotion Agreement (FTA). This action seeks to protect the 
rights of indigenous peoples in isolation and initial contact (PIACI) when the 
protected areas they inhabit and their territories are put at risk, as a result of 
Law 30723., which promotes road construction in the Amazon.

Working with FENAMAD, we developed a strategy to ensure that special 
rapporteurs of the UN on the rights of indigenous peoples and the Inter-Ameri-
can Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) issue a joint statement regarding 
the potentially negative effects of Law 30723.  

We provided legal and technical advice on the drafting of Supreme Decree 
005-2018-MTC, which removes all road projects likely to affect indigenous 

reserves, territorial reserves and natural protected areas from the Classifica-
tion of Routes under the National Highway System.

We also prepared a report on the state of indigenous peoples in isolation and 
initial contact in Ucayali as well as an updated socioeconomic study of Purús 
province. We proposed a series of recommendations to encourage the sustai-
nable development of this province. We also implemented a special multime-
dia product on connection and sustainable development opportunities for the 
Purús province, where the majority of inhabitants are indigenous peoples. 

Finally, together with the Ministry of Culture, we organized, the “Week of 
Indigenous Peoples in Isolation and Initial Contact”, with a series of events to 
highlight their present situation, the actions taken to protect them by the state 
through its specialist bodies, and the challenges that need to be addressed.  

Indigenous peoples
and territories
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(*) The lands of native community territories in Peru are formalized by granting 
ownership over agricultural land and use-rights over parts that are used for 
forestry or are protected. This area is demarcated for native communities but 
with certain nuances due to certain specifications within our legal framework.   



Support with legal titling of more than

 

hectares to native communities in 
Loreto and Madre de Dios.

regulations on indigenous 
peoples approved and 
currently in place.

of these regulations seek 
effective protection of the 
rights of indigenous peoples 
in isolation and initial contact.

persons
trained.

legal opinions on 
draft laws and other 
draft regulations.
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Our goal is to 
consolidate and 
articulate public 
policies in a 
cross-sectorial and 
intergovernmental 
way to advance 
sustainable 
development of 
productive activities 
in Peru.  

Together with several civil 
society organizations we 
promoted public debate 
around the Single-use 
Plastic Law and 
contributed to its design. 
The law was approved in 
December 2018. 

Strengthening
Environmental 
Management

F A C T



As in previous years, we provided technical legal support to Congress and the 
Legislature. We participated in the processes to approve and enact key laws  
such as the Framework Law on Climate Change and the Law to regulate 
single-use plastics, which also included approval of the country’s first 
environmental tax (on plastic bags). We participated actively in both cases, in 
debates and with contributions to the drafts in collaboration with other 
organizations. SPDA also promoted legal debate on a draft law to protect 
public spaces. 

In the run-up to the regional and district elections, SPDA helped raise political 
awareness and strengthen environmental democracy, through a series of 
publications analyzing candidates´ proposals in their manifestos. We analyzed 
regional candidates’ proposals relating to water governance, water and 
sanitation services, and disaster risk management. These documents which 
included recommendations, were presented in pre-electoral dialogue spaces 
in four regions around the country. We also analyzed the proposals of the 
candidates for Mayor of Lima on improving the management of public spaces, 
sustainable transportation and solid waste management, and made 
recommendations for developing sustainable cities. 

We developed a range of proposals to improve the legal framework relating to 
strategic environmental evaluation in national planning, the System for 
Environmental Impact Assessment (SEIA), such as a tool for random review of 
EIA and the drafting of a glossary of terms; and environmental monitoring, 
such as the regulation on environmental monitoring and evaluation plans. 
Additionally, we worked on proposals to ensure adequate environmental 
standards within environmental protection regulations in strategic sectors. 

SPDA continued to support initiatives for citizen participation in the Early 
Environmental Assessment processes overseen by the environmental 
monitoring and evaluation body, OEFA, to ensure the active and effective 
inclusion of communities in decision-making processes.  

Last but not least, SPDA continues to provide specialist training for 
environmental law professionals involved in environmental management in the 
private and public sectors. We convened the 17th Environmental Law 
Workshop aimed at students of law and related disciplines, and the 17 edition 
of the Program of Second Specialism in Environmental Law and Natural 
Resources, co-organized with the Pontifical Catholic University of Peru. 

Strengthening environmental
management
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legal opinions on 
draft legislation.

legal 
proposals.

consultants and public 
officials of the Congress of 
the Republic trained.

graduates from the Program of 
Second Specialism in 
Environmental Law and Natural 
Resources, co-organized with the 
Pontifical Catholic University. 

participants in the course on 
“Financial management and 
results-based management” 
organized with the University 
of the Pacific.  
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SPDA contributed to the 
sustainable management 
of our natural heritage, 
by strengthening the 
National System of 
Natural Protected Areas 
and by promoting 
innovative mechanisms 
to protect our oceans 
and emblematic sites. 

SPDA supported the 
establishment of the 
Yaguas National Park, 
which has an area of more 
than 868,927 hectares 
and is of incalculable 
environmental, cultural 
and social value.

Natural
Heritage

F A C T



SPDA focused its efforts on improving protection mechanisms for protected 
areas in Peru. We participated in the establishment of the board of the Pacaya 
Samiria National Reserve’s management committee in Loreto, to build the 
capacity of the Reserve’s committee.

Additionally, we supported the consolidation of the first payments for water 
ecosystem services mechanism in an area between the departments of Ica 
and Huancavelica with a regional association.

SPDA conducted the first risk cost/benefit analysis of a financial mechanism 
for the National System of Natural Protected Areas by the State (SINANPE). 
We also developed the first impact assessment study of a financial 
mechanism in terms of community wellbeing for SINANPE.  

In 2018 we also supported the establishment of Yaguas National Park (Loreto) 
and two regional conservation areas: the Marañón Dry Forests (Amazon) and 
the Shunté and Mishollo Forests (San Martín).

Natural heritage and
biodiversity

personas 
capacitadas. 
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draft legislative 
proposals for the 
conservation of 
natural protected 
areas in Loreto.

legislative proposals to 
recognize the executive 
commissions of 
management 
committees of four 
regional conservation 
areas in Loreto. 

consultations relating 
to conservation 
instruments, titling of 
land on indigenous 
territories, access to 
resources, legal 
environmental 
questions, among 
others.
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We seek to protect and 
value our forests, as 
well as the ecosystem 
services they provide, 
contributing to the 
reduction of 
deforestation and 
strengthening capacity 
for the sustainable 
management of forest 
resources.

More than 100,000 
hectares of primary 
forest in Madre de Dios 
benefit from a monitoring 
system: Environmental 
Alert – Chestnuts, 
confronts illegal activities 
that threaten chestnut 
producers.

Forest
Governance

F A C T

SPDA contributed to the 
sustainable management 
of our natural heritage, 
by strengthening the 
National System of 
Natural Protected Areas 
and by promoting 
innovative mechanisms 
to protect our oceans 
and emblematic sites. 



SPDA supported the National Forest and Wildlife Service (SERFOR), the 
Supervisory Organism for Forest and Wildlife Resources (OSINFOR) and 
regional governments in the development of an agreed methodology to create 
regulations based on evidence and participation. Likewise, together with 
SERFOR, we worked on a systematization model for legal opinions in a format 
accessible to decision-makers and legal practitioners.

In Madre de Dios, we supported the creation of Environmental Alert – 
Chestnuts, a monitoring system to address illegal activities that threaten 
chestnut producers (who own almost 100,000 hectares of primary forest). This 
was in alliance with PROFONANPE. 

In the same region, SPDA provided support to the Rainforest Connection 
Project   in installing an innovative alert system for illegal logging, on treetops, 
using cell phones that are no longer in use. This innovative initiative won the 
“Best Innovation for Development” prize, awarded by The Spindle, a platform 
that promotes initiatives focused on the construction of a fair, inclusive and 
sustainable world. 

In Loreto, SPDA supported communities in the Panguana 1 and 2 localities, as 
well as Tamshiyacu, through participatory workshops and meetings with 
bodies such as the Ombudsman’s Office, the Regional Government of Loreto, 
and the Prosecutor’s Office, among others, to  protect their rights in the face 
of illegal deforestation activities and land dealing. SPDA also supported 
MINAM and SERFOR in  implementing  regulations to close the loopholes that 
allow agro-industries to deforest in the Peruvian Amazon. 

Forest
governance
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trainees at workshops and 
discussions, including students, 
public officials and the general 
public, through 23 events.

legal opinions 
and proposals. 
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SPDA promoted and 
developed public 
policies and 
interventions to enable  
citizens to enjoy a 
healthy and safe 
environment in 
harmony with nature, 
from a preventive, 
action-based and 
proactive perspective. 

We input to the design 
and implementation of 
the Madre de Dios Pact 
for Environmental 
Justice, which was led 
by the Judiciary and  
signed by all of the state 
authorities and was 
delivered to Pope Francis 
during his visit to Madre 
de Dios.

Environmental
Justice

F A C T



Through continued work since 2010, together with MINAM and the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, SPDA contributed to the adoption of the Regional Agreement 
on Access to Information, Public Participation and Justice in Environmental 
Matters, also known as the “Escazú Agreement”, which was signed by Peru 
and other Latin American and Caribbean countries.

We also took action to support citizens’ rights through our Free Legal Clinic. In 
2018, SPDA took part in proceedings on unconstitutionality proceedings 
against an ordinance of the Municipality of Lince, which restricted the use and 
enjoyment of Parque Castilla, a public park. Additionally, experts in Madre de 
Dios, Loreto and Piura provided legal support to citizens on issues regarding 
the violation of environmental rights.

Likewise, SPDA participated in legal actions to close down the Maynas 
landfill, which affects the buffer zone of the Allpahuayo Mishana National 
Reserve in Loreto.

In 2018, we co-organized the Second International Congress on 
Environmental Justice in Ucayali, organized a training program for the 
judiciary, participated in an event sponsored by Interpol on forest crime, and 
conducted a training program for SERFOR. 

We also established the first emergency fund for environmental defenders of 
the Tambopata National Reserve Management Committee, with the support 
of IUCN Holland. We are the first organization in Peru to implement a training 
program on protection and security for environmental defenders. This was 
developed with support from International Protection. 

Environmental
justice
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consultations at the Free 
Legal Clinic on issues 
relating to violation of 
environmental rights.

forest users (chestnut 
concession holders) trained 
on issues of access to 
environmental justice, 
through four workshops. 

participants in the “1st 
Training Program for 
Members of the Judiciary on 
Environmental Issues and 
Natural Resources”.

cases of legal support 
for the defense of 
private conservation 
areas in the Amazon.

procedural
actions.
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SPDA developed 
mechanisms to 
address illegal 
fishing. We also lead 
legal and policy 
reform processes 
required for 
responsible 
management of 
fisheries and marine 
conservation in Peru. 

Following a media 
report in Actualidad 
Ambiental, and action by 
SPDA’s Legal Clinic, a 
fine was imposed on the 
company Hayduk  for 
disposing of dead fish in 
the ocean.

Marine
Governance

F A C T



In 2018, SPDA sent recommendations to the Ministry of Production to 
strengthen their regulations on prohibition of illegal fishing activities, address 
construction of illegal vessels and develop regulations on the extraction of 
benthonic resources. This was undertaken in alliance with The Nature 
Conservancy. 

We signed an inter-institutional cooperation agreement with the Regional 
Production Directorate of Piura Region, to provide legal assistance and 
strengthen its capacity in environmental and fisheries matters. The purpose of 

working with   the directorate is to facilitate greater access to justice for 
artisanal fishers and others in this sector. 

SPDA also organized the first decentralized Fisheries and Aquaculture Forum 
in Piura, together with WWF. A roundtable was held on illegal fisheries at the 
Congress of the Republic, with the Peruvian Conservation Caucus Initiative. 
Presentations were made on the implementation of Legislative Decree 1393 
(prohibition of illegal fisheries activities) and related issues. 

Marine
governance
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people trained at national level, including 
authorities, members of Congress, artisanal 
fishers, students and the broader audience.

administrative sanction proceedings filed 
in support of the Regional Production 
Directorate of Piura.

cases sponsored by the Free Legal Clinic 
in Piura on issues related to oil spills and 
illegal fishing.
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SPDA promotes the 
conservation, 
restoration and 
recovery of ancestral 
techniques and the 
sustainable use of 
ecosystems, in order 
to reduce 
water-related risks 
such as droughts, 
flooding and pollution.

We contributed to the 
legal reform on 
establishing councils 
for river basins, 
recommending that 
community users be 
represented in the 
councils. 

Water
Governance

F A C T



During 2018 SPDA extended its activities to include work on  issues such as 
natural infrastructure and water security in order to contribute to water 
governance and justice in Peru. As part of this process, under the Natural 
Infrastructure for Water Security Project, SPDA promoted the conservation, 
restoration and recovery of ecosystems at the national level, forming alliances 
with public and private organizations to reduce water risks such as droughts, 
flooding and pollution. 

Also in 2018, in an initiative led by the National Water Authority, SPDA 
produced key information and research which led to modification of the Water 
Resources Law. This amendment enables community users to participate in 
Water Resources Councils for River Basins, as part of the institutional 
consolidation of this decentralized water authority. Thus, through the 
participation of community representatives in these dialogue spaces, there are 
more opportunities to contribute to sustainable water management, and water 
users have more opportunities to contribute to protecting the constitutional 
right of access to water

Water
governance
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training events at national 
and international levels.

people trained, including 
authorities, professionals, 
students and personnel from 
relevant institutions.
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+800 briefings published
+1.6 million visits to our three platforms
4 multimedia reports
74 videos on YouTube
1 documentary: A la mar (To the Sea)

+30 opinion columns
+120 media appearances

+154,000 Facebook followers
+31,000 Twitter followers
+6,000 on Instagram

38 journalists trained throughout the country in 
environmental journalism and natural infrastructure

+1,000 participants from Cusco in the activity on Ausangate, 
through virtual reality. 

personas 
capacitadas. 

Actualidad Ambiental (Environmental Updates),
Conservamos por Naturaleza (We Conserve for/by Nature), 
and Alerta Ambiental (Environmental Alert)
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Since 2018 SPDA’s Library has been 
included in the National Library System 
administrated by the National Library of 
Peru. This allows the institution to 
disseminate its research and publications 
throughout the country via the library 
network system.

In 2018, we also participated in two of the 
most important book fairs in the country, 
where we disseminated SPDA’s most 
recent publications, produced through 
SPDA’s Editorial Fund.
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We Conserve for Nature organized the XII Latin American Convention on 
Private Natural Resources in the Amazon. The event brought together 96 
participants from 10 countries, 11 voluntary conservation networks, 9 
campesino communities and 44 owners of land on reserves.

The Convention focused on: financial sustainability, technological innovation 
for effective reserve management, communications and policies, and legal 
frameworks. This movement formally represents at least 4,000 title owners 
who manage more than 4 million hectares of land in Latin America. 
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Three partners joined the campaign “Percentage for aid”, in which companies 
donate a percentage of their sales to different conservation projects in private 
protected areas. In 2018, Andina Alimentos donated 2% of their sales of “Jugos 
Selva” juice to the ACP Amazon Shelter, raising a total of 12,000 Soles to provide 
support in the recovery and care of animals in the rehabilitation center. 

We were represented at several international events: Global Wave Conference, 
Santa Cruz (USA), TedxTukuy (Lima), World Leaders Conservation Forum IUCN 
(South Korea), Waterkeeper Alliance Meeting (USA.), Futurismo (Chile), Nexos+1 
(Lima) and the Conference of the Parties of the Convention on Biodiversity. 

Do it for your beach celebrated its 6th year

4,000 volunteers in 2018

160 leaders, 30 tons of waste collected in

153 areas, located in 22 departments of Peru,
in addition to Paraguay and Mexico.

Do it for your wave

7 new protected waves in 2018.
Amounting to 33 waves across the country.
Pacasmayo in La Libertad and Santa Rosa, El Huaico, Peña Rosa, Peñascal, 
Muelles de San Bartolo and San Bartolo in the south of Lima, have now been be 
added to the list of protected breakers. 
.
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In alliance with Patagonia, Do it for your Wave, released the documentary A la Mar 
and won the “Exploration and Adventure” category at the Mountain Film Fest 
organized by The North Face. In 2018 it was watched by more than 2,000 people 
at different presentations and festivals. 

Perú Natural: Sustainability in business
A conference was convened with 450 participants, 13 speakers, 11 presentations.

Kuyapanakuy Environmental Film Festival

More than 600 people came together at the Olaya cinema (Chorrillos) and at 
“Cine Bajo las Estrellas” (Miraflores).

449 trees were adopted through the Reforesting for Nature campaign. The 
beneficiaries were the Bosque Berlín and Cavernas de Leo private conservation 
areas, and the Ojos de Agua conservation concession. 

10 new civil society–company alliances, to strengthen voluntary 
conservation and promote tourism. 

99% increase in sales of products from natural protected areas, in alliance 
with Shiwi. 

The AMA Network raised US$25,000 from training conducted by CxN. 
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Jorge Caillaux 
Zazzali

President

Jessica Hidalgo 
Floríndez

Vice-President
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*Kurt Holle Fernández was a Board member until August 2018. 
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and Marine Governance
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Director of Administration, Accounting 
and Human Resources
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Coordinator of the Madre de Dios Office
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OFFICESOFFICE
LORETO

OFFICE
LIMA

OFFICE
MADRE DE DIOS

INITIATIVES
CONSERVING
FOR NATURE

COMMUNICATIONS
UNIT

ADMINISTRATION, ACCOUNTING
AND HUMAN RESOURCES

MARINE
GOVERNANCE

FORESTS AND
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY 
AND GOVERNANCE

BIODIVERSITY AND 
INDIVENOUS PEOPLES
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www.spda.org.pe 

www.actualidadambiental.pe

www.legislacionambientalspda.org.pe

www.conservamospornaturaleza.org 

www.alertaambiental.pe

hazlaportuola.pe

www.mardelperu.pe
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Protecting Ausangate

Purús: Sustainable development

Discovering life in the dry forest

Towards marine governance
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Recursos genéticos como información natural:
Implicancias para el Convenio sobre la Diversidad Biológica 
y el Protocolo de Nagoya. 
Manuel Ruiz. 2a ed. Lima: SPDA, 2018

Climate action & infrastructure for development task force: 
Green fiscal reform for a just energy transition in Latin 
America.
Michael Jakob; Rafael Soria; Carlos Trinidad. 2018.

Guía de identificación de fauna silvestre para las autoridades 
ambientales de Amazonas, San Martín, Loreto y Ucayali.
Néstor Allgas; Alejandro Alarcón; Noga Shanee, Sam Shanee; 
Bruno Monteferri; Luis Zari. 2da ed. Lima: SPDA, 2018.

Manual de prevención y respuesta ante amenazas de 
deforestación para titulares de áreas de conservación 
privada en la Amazonía peruana.
Luis Zari, Percy Grandez y Bruno Monteferri. (2° ed.) Lima: SPDA, 
2018.

Lima ciudad sostenible ¿Qué proponen los partidos políticos 
para Lima Metropolitana y cuáles son los desafíos de la 
próxima gestión?
Isabel Calle, Carol Mora, Fátima Contreras, Bryan Jara y Sofía 
Pacheco. Lima: SPDA, 2018.

¿Qué proponen los partidos políticos sobre infraestructura 
natural para la seguridad hídrica? Gobierno Regional de 
Lima
Isabel Calle, Carol Mora, Fátima Contreras, Bryan Jara y Sofía 
Pacheco. Lima: SPDA, 2018.

¿Qué proponen los partidos políticos sobre infraestructura 
natural para la seguridad hídrica? Gobierno Regional de 
Cusco
Isabel Calle, Carol Mora, Fátima Contreras, Bryan Jara y Sofía 
Pacheco. Lima: SPDA, 2018.

Asegurando una efectiva inclusión y participación del 
usuario poblacional en los Consejos de Recursos Hídricos 
de Cuenca
Carol Mora. Lima: SPDA, 2018

¿Qué proponen los partidos políticos sobre infraestructura 
natural para la seguridad hídrica? Gobierno Regional de 
Piura
Isabel Calle, Carol Mora, Fátima Contreras, Bryan Jara y Sofía 
Pacheco. Lima: SPDA, 2018.

¿Qué proponen los partidos políticos sobre infraestructura 
natural para la seguridad hídrica? Gobierno Regional de 
Arequipa
Isabel Calle, Carol Mora, Fátima Contreras, Bryan Jara y Sofía 
Pacheco. Lima: SPDA, 2018.
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Trade and climate change: issues for the G20 agenda 
Aaron Bosbey. Lima: SPDA, KAS, 2018.

Comercio y cambio climático: asuntos para la agenda G20
Aaron Bosbey. Lima: SPDA, KAS, 2018.

Contribución de los pueblos indígenas a la 
conservación de la Amazonía peruana
Andrea Calmet. Lima: SPDA, Andes Amazon Fund, 2018.

Manual de prevención y respuesta ante amenazas de 
deforestación para titulares de áreas de conservación 
privada en la región Amazonas
Luis Zari; Percy Grandez; Bruno Monteferri. Lima: SPDA, 2018.

Comercio internacional y biodiversidad: 
¿complementariedad o conflicto?
Manuel Ruiz. Lima: SPDA, KAS, 2018.

Comercio internacional, desarrollo y medio ambiente: una 
mirada a instrumentos, negociaciones, procesos y actores 
relevantes para Latinoamérica 
Perla Buenrostro y Manuel Ruiz. Lima: KAS, SPDA, 2018.

Opciones innovadoras de financiamiento de la 
conservación
Carlos Trinidad y Samín Vargas (2° ed.) Lima: SPDA, 2018.

Competencias en materia de pesca, acuicultura y 
turismo en el ámbito marino de las áreas naturales 
protegidas 
Alfredo Gálvez; Lourdes Ruck; Jhon Rueda; Carlos Sánchez; 
Mariano Valverde; Jeff Pradel; Junior Paitán; Carmen Heck. 
Lima: SERNANP, SPDA, Oceana, 2018.
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Amazon 
Conservation
Association 
(ACA)

Strengthening capacities to monitor deforestation in 
real time and forestry governance to help achieve 
the REDD+ objectives in the Peruvian Amazon. 

December 2016
December 2020

Contribute to the implementation of REDD+ policies and to the 
development of social and environmental practices by private 
sector actors.

Andes 
Amazon Fund
(AAF)

Strengthen governance, management and public 
support for the Peruvian system of protected area. 
PHASE III.

July 2017
July 2018

Create enabling conditions to strengthen conservation systems 
in Peru; as well as provide legal and technical assistance to 
create new conservation areas in Peru.

Andes Amazon 
Fund (AAF) / 
Gordon & Betty
Moore Foundation

Consolidate the National System for Natural 
Protected Areas of the state and the regional 
conservation areas as a strategy for sustainable 
development in Peru. 

July 2018
June 2019

Overcome the existing barriers that hinder the consolidation of 
the National System for Natural Protected Areas by the State 
(SINANPE) and regional conservation areas (RCAs), as a priority 
and key strategy for the sustainable development of Peru.
 

Deutsche
Gesellschaft für
Internationale
Zusammenarbeit 
(GIZ)

Strategic actions to strengthen the National System 
for Environmental Impact Assessment (SEIA). August 2018

November 2018

Support to strengthen environmental management of the 
Ministry of Environment, and specifically, to improve the 
implementation of the National System of Environmental Impact 
Assessment (SEIA). 
 

Deutsche
Gesellschaft für
Internationale
Zusammenarbeit 
(GIZ)

Strengthening environmental management of 
MINAM, OEFA and SERNANP in priority areas.

October 2017
March 2018

Assistance in strengthening environmental management of the 
Ministry of Environment (MINAM), the Assessment and 
Environmental Control Agency (OEFA) and the National Service 
of Natural Areas Protected by the State (SERNANP).

PARTNERS PROJECT OBJECTIVES PERIOD



Environmental
Defense Fund
(EDF)

Towards the sustainable development of fisheries 
through better regulations, application of the law 
and transparency in Peru.

June 2018
May 2020

Formalization of artisanal fishers who use sailing vessels. The 
design and implementation of fisheries management schemes 
based on rights and the promotion of policies to reduce 
unreported and unregulated illegal fishing.

Forest Trends /
USAID Natural infrastructure for water security. January 2018

September 2022
Develop enabling conditions to promote natural infrastructure, 
and implement a cross-cutting communications strategy for the 
project. 

Gordon &
Betty Moore
Foundation

Conservation and consolidation of protected 
areas and indigenous territories within the Purús 
Manu mosaic. 

November 2018
January 2019

Consolidate the management of natural protected areas and 
indigenous territories of the Alto Purús Mosaic, and improve the 
level of protection and conservation of indigenous peoples in 
isolation and initial contact by strengthening the capacities of 
those responsible for their administration, as well as a regulatory 
framework to ensure appropriate management.

Gordon &
Betty Moore
Foundation

Strengthen the National System for Natural 
Protected Areas by the State (SINANPE) and 
provide tools for its sustainability and efficient 
management. 

July 2017
April 2018

Promote and ensure biodiversity conservation and the 
management of natural protected areas in the Amazon, 
consolidating sustainable funding tools, strengthening the fight 
against illegal activities in natural protected areas and capacities 
at the national and regional levels, in order to ensure the 
adequate management of natural protected areas. 

Gordon &
Betty Moore
Foundation

Towards more sustainable, transparent and equitable 
investments in the region of Loreto. 

November 2018
November 2020

Support for more sustainable, transparent and equitable 
infrastructure investments in Loreto. 

Global 
Forest Watch /
World Resource
Institute

Use of Global Forest Watch to improve responses to 
deforestation and wildfires in the context of private 
conservation  Amazonas, Peru. 

June 2017
March 2018

Use the Global Forest Watch platform to support the Amazon 
Voluntary Conservation Network (RED AMA) in monitoring forests 
in private conservation areas (PCAs) in Amazonas, and design 
responses to deforestation in PCAs and the use of illegal fires. 

Konrad
Adenauer 
Stiftung

International free trade, environment and 
sustainability: coherence and complementarity. 

January 2018
November 2018

Publication of the book: “International Trade, Development and 
Environment: a Review of Instruments, Negotiations, Processes 
and Relevant Actors for Latin America. 
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PARTNERS PROJECT OBJECTIVES PERIOD



Nature 
and Culture
International
(NCI)

Support to the project:
Andes–Amazon–Atlantic Corridor.T

January 2018
April 2019

September 2017
November 2018

August 2018
November 2018

November 2017
December 2018

August 2018
April 2019

June 2018
May 2019

July 2018
November 2018

New England
Biolabs Foundation
(NEBF)

Food and
Agriculture
Organization
of the United
Nations (FAO)

Oxfam
América

PROFONANPE

The David and
Lucile Packard
Foundation

The International 
nstitute for
Environment & 
Development
(IIED)
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PARTNERS PROJECT OBJECTIVES PERIOD

Create advocates for sustainable conservation and 
tourism  to contribute to financial sustainability and 
generational renewal of the Amazon Voluntary 
Conservation Network (RED AMA), Peru. 

Designing a proposal for incentives to invest in the 
restoration  of degraded areas (RDAs).  

Improving forest governance and access to 
environmental justice in Tamshiyacu.

Mitigate deforestation in chestnut concessions in the 
Madre de Dios region.

Development of the publication “Support to marine 
and fisheries policies in Latin America: a comparative 
analysis in Chile, Mexico and Peru”.

Towards dialogue on artisanal mining in Amazon 
Basin.

Provide support to consolidate the Andes–Amazon–Atlantic 
Corridor Ecosystem, an eco-cultural mosaic, to reestablish and 
maintain the connectivity,  biodiversity and ecosystem services of 
the Amazon Basin, and safeguard the traditional knowledge and 
cultural expressions of its  communities. 

Support the Amazon Voluntary Conservation Network 
(RED AMA).

Design  a proposal for incentives to invest in the 
restoration of degraded areas (RDAs).  

Strengthen the capacities of local actors to access environmental 
justice effectively in cases where their rights are being violated, 
and provide them with improved tools to better communicate the 
problems they face.  

Develop and put into place a local protection and  control and 
supervision, including through a participatory monitoring 
mechanism and early warning technological platform, for 
effective actions to conserve chestnut forests in the Alegría area 
of Madre de Dios. 

Contribute to increasing knowledge on social, economic, legal 
and institutional dimensions of critical issues in marine and 
fisheries conservation, as part of a diverse group of actors in 
Chile, Mexico and Peru. 

Convene a meeting with small-scale miners from different 
countries in Madre de Dios (Peru), to discuss best 
practices and responsible mining. 



The Ternure
Facility
(TF)

US Fish
and Wildlife 
Service

USDA
Forest
Service

World
Wildlife Fund
(WWF)

Walton Family 
Foundation

Tides
Foundation
Patagonia

International Union
for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN)

International Union
for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN)
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PARTNERS PROJECT OBJECTIVES PERIOD

October 2017
October 2019Land ownership of indigenous territories in Peru.

Support titling of collective land by strengthening institutional 
frameworks around formalizing communal land. This action will 
provide legal protection for 5 million hectares of communal land 
nationally and 200,000 hectares in indigenous territories in 
Loreto and Madre de Dios.

April 2017
March 2018

Do it for your wave – The conservation of 
spectacular surfing waves in Peru.

Production of a documentary on the “Do it for your Wave” 
initiative and replicate “Do it for your Wave” in Chile.

January 2017
March 2019

Protecting the Guardians of Natural Heritage: 
generating conditions to protect the rights of park 
rangers and community environmental defenders in 
Madre de Dios. 

Support the defenders to enable them to carry out  their work 
safely, through information, providing security, training them to 
protect themselves and promoting them internationally. 

August 2018
March 2019

An emergency fund for environmental defenders of 
the Management Committee of Tambopata 
National Reserve.

Support the defenders to enable them to carry out their work 
safely, through information, providing security, training them to 
protect themselves and promoting them internationally. 

September 2018
September 2019

The reduction of deforestation in communally 
owned land in the Amazon, through improved 
zoning and pastoral systems, and compensation 
mechanisms for ecosystem services. 

Contribute to reducing deforestation in the private conservation 
area Bosque de Palmeras and the Gocta Falls. 

January 2018
October 2021

Support to strengthen the legal and institutional 
framework for forestry concessions and permits with 
a focus on the Departments of Loreto and Ucayali 
(2018). 

Strengthen forestry authorities (mainly SERFOR and GORE) to 
enable them to produce a methodology and implement the 
regulatory framework for Law 29763 and its four regulations.

October 2017
September 2019

Towards more sustainable fishing in Peru, through 
improved regulations, compliance with the law and 
transparency. 

Promote reform of the legal framework for fisheries in Peru in 
order to support management based on rights for artisanal 
fishing, as well as the formalization of artisanal fishers. 
Additionally, design guidelines for representation of artisanal 
fishing communities, support the regional government of Piura, 
provide technical assistance to the Ministry of Production 
(PRODUCE) and contribute to improving compliance around  
minimum landing sizes.

July 2018
November 2018

Strengthening actors related to private 
conservation in Latin America through capacity 
building in communications, business and 
innovative technologies in Chachapoyas, Peru.

Support to implement a workshop on new  skills in 
communication, business and new technologies within the 
framework of the Latin American Congress on Private Natural 
Reserves.




